What’s New

Dimensions RM

Dimensions RM offers an efficient, web-based Requirements Management solution. A full set of
features support collaboration between all stakeholders, enabling end-to-end development in traditional, agile, hybrid and multi-modal environments equally well.
What’s New Over the Last 2 Years

Dimensions RM is where ideas turn into deployments. Complex products and projects need
the full support of an end-to-end requirements
management lifecycle tool in order to meet today’s product development challenges. Here
are some key updates to the Dimensions RM
product that will help you get there:

■■ MS SQL Server database support provides

standardization without compromising
access

■■ Agile capabilities enable teams to work

efficiently

■■ Enhanced reports for unparalleled visibility
■■ Workflow automation speeds up delivery
■■ Native integrations connect systems to

keep data in sync

Key Enhancements

Reporting Enhancements: The reporting
modu le brings new quick search options,
value sum support, and embedding of graphical reports in documents. Set relationship constraints for each class in traceability reports
and filter time stamps by date.
Team & Workflow Management: New capabilities allow you to define teams and assign
team members, enabling you to use filters and
report on team capacity, workload, and performance. Take advantage of automatic workflow
transition execution on requirements based on
document and collection workflows.
Agile Capabilities: Teams can work within
an Agile framework easily while keeping their
work organized into backlogs, sprints, and epics. Enhanced Agile mapping allows you to look

ahead and burn-down reports keep releases
on track.
Document Enhancements: New options for
publishing documents, including the creation
of a direct-URL and exporting all columns to
Excel, have been added. Users are now able
to refresh cross references in documents and
see linked test cases as well.
User Experience: In every release, we implement new customers’ requests while bringing
new usability enhancements.
■■ Comprehensive role-based dashboards

■■ Access information quickly in documents,

attachments, and reports with filters and
Quick Search

■■ Create favorites for documents, collections,

and baselines

Integrations:

■■ Micro Focus® Hub Connector:

–– Enable integrations to Micro Focus
solutions like Silk, Atlas, Rhythm as well as
to 3rd party solutions like TFS, Rally, etc.
–– Enhanced synchronization with HP ALM/
QC to support m
 ulti-selection fields and
date fields in various formats.

■■ Atlassian JIRA: New native bi-directional

integration with Atlassian JIRA based
on RM SyncEngine

Did You Know

■■ Engage and share knowledge or feedback

about a wide range of Dimensions RM
topics on the Dimensions RM Community
Forum.

MD PnP

“We are collaborating
with medical
practitioners
and device
manufacturers to
visualize, organize
and prioritize the
requirements that
will define the
future of device
interoperability.
For MDPnP.org the
requirements are
the product, and
Serena (now part
of Micro Focus)
has provided the
perfect wrapper.”
Richard Schrenker

Clinical Engineer

■■ Learn more about recent releases

by reviewing the Dimensions RM
Documentation available on the
Micro Focus Support website.
■■ Keep up to date on the latest news and
events with the Application Delivery
Management Blog.
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